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Ancient drainae systems are bein increasinly docmented in the Amazon basin and their characterization 
is crucial for reconstructing uvial evolution in this area. Fluvial morphologies, including elongate belts, 
are well reserved alon the adeira iver. iital levation odel from the Shttle adar oorahy 
ission favored the detection of these featres even where they are covered by dense rainforest. hese 
aleomorholoies are attribted to the shiftin osition of ast tribtaries of the adeira iver throh 
avlsions. hese radial aleodrainae networs rodced fan-shaed morholoies that resemble 
distribtary meafans. istinishin avlsive tribtary systems from distribtary meafans in the 
sedimentary record is challenin. adeiras aleodrainae reveals the serosition of tribtary channels 
formed by mltile avlsions within a iven time eriod rather than downstream bifrcation of coeistin 
channels. Channel avlsion in this Amazonian area drin the late aternary is related to tectonics de 
to featres as: (i) straiht lineaments coincident with falt directions (ii) northeastward tiltin of the 
terrain with aternary strata and (iii) several drainae anomalies incldin freent orthoonal drainae 
in ections. These characteristics altogether lead to propose that the radial paleodrainage present at the 
adeira iver marin reslts from sccessive avlsions of tribtary channels over time de to tectonics.

 : aleochannels Amazon Basin adeira river remote sensin climate tectonics.
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are troical river systems are increasinly 
bein investiated (see nmeros references in 
Latrubesse et al. 2005) chie y because of the 
interest in nderstandin their oriin and evoltion 
as well to establish models that hel reconize 
ancient analos. Of all modern meariver systems 
the Amazon is the larest one with a drainae 

area of 6000 (103 m2) mean annal dischare 
of 209000 m3 s-1 and sediment load of 167 tons 
m-2 year-1. Nmeros stdies have emhasized the 
hydroloical sedimentoloical eochemical and 
morphological characteristics of this uvial system 
(e.g., Gibbs 1967, Sioli 1984, Franzinelli and 
Irea 2002 ertes and nne 2007 atrbesse 
2008). oreover several stdies have contribted 
to describe ancient drainae systems in Amazonia 
with emhasis on aleoclimate (e.. atrbesse 
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and amonell 199 ller et al. 1995 atrbesse 
2002) tectonics (Sternber 1950 Iriondo and 
Suguio 1981, Souza Filho et al. 1999, Latrubesse 
and ancy 2000 Costa et al. 2001) and sea-level 
chanes (Irion 198 ital and Statteer 2000) 
drin the late aternary.

Further efforts are still needed in order to 
create a larer database before a consenss can 
be reached concernin the nderstandin of the 
main factors that have controlled the oriin and 
evoltion of Amazonian rivers. he reconstrction 
of aleomorholoies still reserved on the 
Amazonian landscae can contribte to reach this 
oal. he riht marin of the adeira iver one of 
the main Amazon tribtaries is an area of secial 
interest for this investiation becase it contains 
an abndance of morholoies related to ancient 
drainae networs (aro et al. 1978 atrbesse 
2002). he latter athor based on the analysis of 
andsat and radar imaes considered this ancient 
drainae as art of a meafan deositional system 
develoed in the Amazonian landscae as a reslt 
of dry climates drin the ast lacial aimm.

The de nition of a megafan, as used in this 
wor has been debated in the literatre and 
alternative terms such as uvial fan or terminal fan 
have also been proposed (see Nichols and Fisher 
2007 North and arwic 2007 for a review). 
In eneral descritions of ancient meafans are 
rare with a few analos bein the na of the 
Ebro Basin in Spain (Friend 1989, Stanistreet and 
McCarthy 1993, Nichols and Fisher 2007), the 
evonian deosits of the nster Basin in Ireland 
(Williams 2000), and the Wood Bay Formation of 
the Bay of Spitsbergen in England (Friend and 
oody-Start 1972). Additionally the eistence 
of several either continos or discontinos 
meafans has been roosed alon the Andean 
Chain as a reslt of montain lift in the northern 
ranes drin the iocene (e.. ilinson et al. 
2010 see also eier et al. 2005 artley et al. 
2010 eissmann et al. 2010).

he widesread reconition of meafans in the 
eoloical record has been reclded by the lac of 
criteria to distinish meafan lithofacies from tyical 

uvial lithofacies. The characterization of megafans 
is challenin even in modern settins. his is mainly 
due to their large dimensions that make it dif cult to 
obtain a comlete view of the entire system as well 
as the de cient understanding of their sedimentary 
rocesses. As a conseence descritions of ancient 
and modern meafans are still incomlete with the 
maority of the information bein related to meafans 
of the Oavano in Soth Africa (Stanistreet and 
cCarthy 1993 mbricht et al. 2001) the osi 
anda and ista of the anean-Brahmatra 
reion (Sinha et al. 2005 Charaborty et al. 2010) and 
the aari in Brazil (Assine 2005).

e to the lare dimensions of meafans remote 
sensin has been the main tool sed to characterize 
them in modern and aternary settins. iital 
levation odel () derived from the Shttle 
adar oorahy ission (S) reresent a 
new oortnity for imrovin the record of aleo-
morholoies in areas of dense forest sch as the 
Amazonian rainforest (e.. ossetti 2010). Previos 
blications have demonstrated the seflness of this 
tool for the detection of many aleodrainae systems in 
the region (Almeida Filho and Miranda 2007, Rossetti 
and aleriano 2007 Silva et al. 2007 antelli et al. 
2009 ayaawa et al. 2010 Bertani et al. 2013).

he wor resented here combines -
S and otical imaes to imrove the detection 
of aleodrainae networs at the riht marin of the 
adeira iver. hese new data are invalable to: (i) 
reconstrct channel dynamics over time (ii) reassess 
their otential relation with meafan systems and 
(iii) discuss their signi cance for analyzing the 
main factors that controlled channel miration and 
abandonment in this Amazonian lowland.

 

he stdy area is located on the riht marin of 
the adeira iver and encomasses the Arian-
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Madeira inter uve and both margins of the Jiparaná 
River (Fig. 1A). This area is located approximately 
300 m soth to sothwest of the city of anas 

in the State of Amazonas and the second area is 
located 150 m northeastward of the city of Porto 
elho in the State of ondonia.

    ocation of the stdy area and main rivers in Central Amazonia.  eetation ma of the stdy area (rectanle) 
and its srrondins. he elonated areas of ioneer formations corresond to some of the aleomorholoies emhasized in this 
wor. (eetation classes accordin to aro et al. 1978).
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he climate is troical with a short dry 
season (Am in Köppen`s classi cation), mean 
annal temeratre of 28 C and mean annal 
reciitation of 2500 to 3000 mm year-1. he 
rainy season beins in October with reciitation 
peaking between January and February and a dry 
eriod between ne and Ast. he toorahy 
is at, with SRTM elevation between 150 and 
60 m. he reion is dominated by latosols 
and secondarily odzols (aro et al. 1978) 
and veetation cover is mostly dense lowland 
ombrophilous forest, including non- ooded 
upland and seasonally ooded area/allery 
forests with narrow strins of ioneer (rassy and 
bushy) vegetation (Fig. 1B).

eoloically the stdy area lies within the 
sothwestern and sotheastern arts of the Amazonas 
and Solimes sedimentary basins resectively 
(Fig. 2). The former, an intracratonic rift due to Early 
Paleozoic intralate etension covers  to 515000 
m2. he latter encomassin 0000 m2 is a 
foreland basin also formed by intralate etension 
bt combined with deformation drin the rise of 
the Andean Chain in the Cretaceos and Cenozoic 
(Aolceno Neto and sbone 1988). hese basins 
searated by the Prs Arch are bonded by the 
iana Shield to the north and the Central Brazil 
Shield to the soth. he r and Iitos Arches 
searate the Amazonas and Solimes basins from the 
ara raben System and Acre Basin resectively.

   Limits of the Amazonas and Solimões Basins, where the study area (inside box) is located (modi ed 
from Cato and Silva 1990).

he Amazonas and Solimes basins were 
develoed over ineos metamorhic and volcano-
sedimentary Precambrian basement rocs (eieira 
et al. 1989). eosition in these basins was initiated 
in the Proterozoic and contined in the Paleozoic. he 
sedimentary ll of the Amazonas Basin consists of 
several eoloical nits formed drin the Ordovician-
arly evonian evonian-arly Carboniferos 
and iddle Carboniferos-Permian. he main 
hase of sediment accmlation in the Solimes 

Basin occrred between the mid evonian and the 
Permian. Sediment deosition was reactivated drin 
the Cretaceos and Cenozoic. Cretaceos deosits 
reresented in both basins consist of the Alter do 
Chão Formation, which includes red sandstone, 
mdstone conlomerate and intraformational breccia 
related to uvial, lacustrine (Daemon 1975), and 
deltaic deositional systems (ossetti and Netto 
2006). he Cenozoic deosits which occr mainly 
in the Solimes Basin inclde the iocene Solimes 
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and the Plio-Pleistocene Içá Formations (Cunha et 
al. 199) as well as several nnamed Pleistocene-
olocene deosits (ossetti et al. 2005). he 
Solimões Formation (Miocene) consists of shales 
and sandstones formed in lacstrine to transitional 
marine settins (e.. onsch 1998 esslinh et al. 
2001). Plio-Pleistocene to olocene deosits occy 
a lare ortion of the western Amazonas Basin and 
are represented by the Içá Formation, as well as other 
unnamed Quaternary successions. The Içá Formation 
is characterized by non-fossiliferos sandstones 

sbaroses and to a lesser etent mdstones 
formed mainly in braided river systems (ossetti et 
al. 2005). he aternary deosits nconformable 
with nderlyin nits are articlarly well develo-
ed west of the city of anas (ossetti et al. 2005 
.A.A. Soares nblished data). At the srface the 
area containin the aleomorholoies emhasized 
here contains ate Pleistocene deosits that intercet 
older Pleistocene strata of the Içá Formation (Fig. 
3A). In addition Proterozoic crystalline rocs 
bond these deosits to the soth and sotheast.

    Simpli ed geological map of the study area and its surroundings, with the Aripuanã-Marmelos and Jiparaná areas 
indicated by rectangles (dashed line I-II indicates the position of a topographic pro le derived from DEM-SRTM shown in ). 
 DEM-SRTM topographic pro le (see location in ) illstratin the er and lower terrains in the Arian-armelos area. 
 ysometic ma of the stdy area and its srrondins. (Blac olyons  stdy areas).

  

he data sed in this research consist of freely 
accessed remote sensin rodcts incldin 
andsat 5- imaes (access on www.di.ine.
br) -S data (access on ft://e0sr01.

ecs.nasa.ov/srtm/) otical imaes derived from 
oole arth eoloic and eomorholoic 
data available in the literatre and modern 
drainae networ (scale 1:100 000) available in 
shape le format from the Ministério do Meio 
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Ambiente (htt://maas.mma.ov.br/maas/alic/
cartoamazonia/). andsat 5- imaes from 
the year 2000 were selected based on low clod-
cover and their corresondence with the time 
when the SRTM ight took place. These images 
were reistered rocessed for  (red)  (reen) B 
(ble) band comosition and interated with the 
drainae networ. Several band comositions were 
erformed with the 5() () and 3(B) rovidin 
the best view of the featres characterized herein.

he -S data derive from the oriinal 
90-m resoltion (3 arc seconds) C-Band synthetic 
aertre radar data acired by the National 
Aeronatics and Sace Administration (NASA) 
National Imaery and ain Aency (NIA) 
 (erman Sace Aency) and ASI (Italian 
Sace Aency) aboard the saceshi ndeavor 
in February 2000. The data, downloaded from the 
site htt://edc.ss.ov/srtm/data/obtainindata.
html are nroected with eorahic coordinates 
as reference nits and S8 as the reference 
ellisoid and datm. levation is eressed in 
meters. Oriinal -S resents data failre 
sch as neative elevation vales esecially in 
areas of laes and rivers. his was corrected sin 
the oorahy tool in the NI software for 
relacin bad vales. he -S data were 
rocessed sin cstomized shadin schemes and 
alettes (cf. ossetti and aleriano 2007 antelli 
et al. 2009 ayaawa et al. 2010) sin the lobal 
aer software. his rocedre was articlarly 
sefl for hihlihtin the morholoical featres 
of interest for this research accordin to on-screen 
observations. he morholoy was also revealed 
by rohness from the  which heled 
hihliht different rocs and deosits. he S 
topographic pro les were useful in detecting 
relief con guration and the main features and 
forms. Interation of these data with available 
eoloical and eomorholoical data heled 
characterize and analyze the aleomorholoies 
of the stdy area.

he analysis of morhostrctral lineaments 
was based on eoloical mas rovided by the 
Brazilian Institte of eorahy (IB) with 
vector adstments based on the analysis of remote 
sensin rodcts. he beeter characterization of 
morhostrctral lineaments consisted of visal 
interretation and manal vectorization based on 
1:100 000 modern drainae networ. Otical imaes 
improved the identi cation of morphostructural 
lineaments. ectorization and diarams of absolte 
freency and lenth freency were develoed 
in the SRING 4.3.3. software. The identi cation 
of drainae anomalies was based on visal 
interretation of remote sensin data interated 
with the modern drainae networ as sested in 
the literatre (e.. oward 1967 Schmm et al. 
2000). oole arth imaes were sed to analyze 
the featres of interest in more detail.

 

The study area occurs in two terrains (Fig. 3A-C). 
The rst is an area to the southeast with altitudes 
between 100 and 150 m. Precambrian to Cretaceos 
rocs dominate in this area with aternary deosits 
occrrin only alon river valleys. he second area 
to the northwest dislays altitdes ranin from 60 
to 100 m and contains only aternary deosits. 
he contact between these terrains is shar and 
consists of several straight segments which de ne 
main N-trendin morhostrctral lineaments. 
Paleodrainae morholoies are recorded by 
nmeros narrow bt elonated belts that rane 
from straiht to hihly sinos similarly to the 
morphology of many modern uvial channels 
(Fig. 4A-F). The paleomorphologies are either 
continos or discontinos the latter consistin 
of sets of sements romtly reconstrcted as 
aleochannel framents. In otical imaes these 
landforms are only detected where hihlihted by 
ioneer veetation and/or bare soil in shar contact 
with adjacent areas of dense forest (Fig. 4A-C). 
In addition SPO imaes revealed that arts of 
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the paleochannels are covered by sand dunes (Fig. 
3-). Interestinly tree secies from forested areas 
adacent to the belts are radally advancin toward 
the paleochannel areas (Fig. 4F). In contrast to 

otical imaes -S rovided a mch more 
comlete view of the stdied aleomorholoies 
articlarly those hidden nder the dense rainforest 
(Fig. 5A-B).

   Characteristics of the aleochannels in the stdy area.  SPO imae (oole arth) illstratin the shar contact 
between ioneer formations over aleochannel areas and ombrohylos forest in their srrondins (inside boes identify  and . 
 SPO imaes (oole arth) with details of the aleochannels shown in .  eneral view  and details   
of a aleochannel covered by sand dnes (liht tones) in shar contact with ombrohylos forest (dar tones). Note in  and 
that the aleochannels are artly covered by forest (liht tones in  to   aleochannel with ioneer formations dar tones in 
 to   ombrohylos forest). (See location of  and  in Fig. 3).

he aleomorholoies in the stdy area can 
be described as two aleochannel sets one located 
between the Arian and armelos ivers and the 
other located in the lowest reaches of the iaran 
River near its con uence with the Madeira River 
(Fig. 3A). Paleochannels in the Aripuanã-Marmelos 
inter uve are the largest ones and consist of an 
intricated drainae networ that sreads ot over 
an area  to 30000 m2 (Figs. 6, 7A-C). These 
aleomorholoies occr in both the hihest 
and the lowest terrains althoh they are more 
widesread in the latter. he toorahy in the 
lowest terrain enerally varies slihtly between 80 
and 60 m northeastward (Fig. 3B). The dimension 
of individal aleochannels varies with lenths  
to 250 m and widths  to 3.5 m. he larest 

paleochannels occur in the center of this area (Figs. 
6 7A). hey form sements that either intercet 
laterally adacent aleochannels or are arraned as 
interconnectin branches. here are downstream 
converences to the northwest north and northeast 
and aleochannel serosition is common. A 
striin characteristic in the central art of the 
stdy area is an assemblae of northwestward to 
northeastward trendin dendritic aleodrainae 
comosed of lare (i.e. averain 2.5 m in width) 
aleochannels covered by ioneer veetation. 
hese aleochannels abrtly taer downstream 
as they convere into sinle and hihly sinos 
aleochannels that are in continity with active 
channels (Fig. 7B). It is interesting that these 
chanes occr riht at the bondary between the 
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reviosly described hihest and lowest terrains. 
Also remarable is that the channels have 
orthogonal in ections at this boundary, and deviate 
to the riht to follow the straiht N-trendin 
lineaments between the two toorahic terrains 
(Fig. 7B). Another important morphological 
observation is that the main aleochannels in 
this area are hysically connected to the modern 

Aripuanã River at several locations (Figs. 7A and C). 
he connection of the main aleochannel in the 
central art of this area occrs where the Arian 
River develops an anomalously wide loop (Fig. 6).

he iaran iver aleomorholoies are 
less etensive than the ones in the Arian-
armelos area encomassin less than 8500 m2

(Fig. 8A-C). However, similarly to that area, most 

    iews of aleochannels comarin andsat imaes  with the -S . Paleochannels 
covered by ioneer formations (arrows) are seen on both rodcts while aleochannels covered by dense 
ombrohylos forest are barely visible in the andsat imae bt can easily be traced in the -S rodct 
(dashed line in ). (See location in Fig. 3).
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of the iaran aleochannels are concentrated 
in the lower terrain (Fig. 8D). Transverse DEM-
SRTM topographic pro les generally do not reveal 
any signi cant altitudinal gradients, although an 
overall northeastward toorahic variation from 

90 to 100 m occrs near the adeira iver. he 
contact between the toorahically lower and 
hiher terrains in the iaran area is also shar 
being de ned by major straight and orthogonal, 
NW-SE to NE-SW trending lineaments (Fig. 8A). 

   Paleomorhoies and the distribtion of the hihest and lowest terrain in 
the Aripuanã-Marmelos inter uve. Note the sharp contact between the higher and 
lower terrain (black arrows), de ned by straight NE-SW trending morphostructural 
lineaments (dashed lines). Observe also the termination of several dentritic 
northwestward owing paleochannels at this boundary and the many locations 
where a aleochannel oins with the Arian iver (white arrows). (circle  
anomalos meander of the Arian iver).
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 7  -S illstratin details of aleochannels in the central art of Arian-
armelos area.  eneral view of intricate aleochannels (dotted lines) serosed on 
one another. Observe the aleochannels that terminate (arrows) at the bondary between the 
hiher and the lower terrain. (ble lines  main modern channels inside rectanle locates B 
circle  a main aleochannel that oins an anomalos meander of Arian iver ).  etail 
of A illstratin three of the aleochannels that end at the bondary between the hiher and 
lower terrains. Note that a modern northwestward owing channel associated with one of these 
paleochannels locally in ects to the northeast and then back to the northwest, con guring 
orthoonal anles (circle).  etail of the aleochannel that are interceted by the Arian 
River where it con gures an anomalous meander in the southern part of this area. (See location 
of  and  in Fig. 6).
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 8  Characterization of aleochannels in the iaran area.  -S data with eneral view of 
paleochannels (dashed red lines) on both sides of Jiparaná River (inside boxes locate gures   and most of  
white lines I-II and III-IV locate topographic pro les shown in  continos red lines  straiht morhostrctral 
lineaments located at the bondary between the hihest and the lowest terrain).  -S data with a close-
 of aleochannels (arrows) shown in the northwest art of .  ine drawin of the aleochannel networ. 
 Topographic pro les derived from DEM-SRTM (see location in .  -S data with a detail of 
 illstratin the intercetion of an almost N-S trendin aleochannel by a N-S aleochannel where the 
modern iaran iver is entrenched (yellow dashed lines  aleochannels) (circle  intercetion oint dashed 
yellow lines  aleochannels).  -S data with a detail of A illstratin the location where the corse of 
Jiparaná River (1) changes drastically from northeast to southwest, con guring a tight meander likely due to river 
capture. Note a paleovalley (2) that indicates the previous course of this river, today occupied by a northeast owing 
tribtary of the oosevelt iver (3).
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owever aleochannels are less abndant than 
in the Arian-armelos area bein reresented 
mainly by belts with lenths and widths  to 100 
m and 3.6 m resectively. hese featres are 
slihtly sinos mostly continos and reresented 
eclsively by sinle belts arraned in a radial attern 
(Fig. 8A-C). Similar to many of the Aripuanã-
armelos aleochannels the morholoical 
relationshis of the iaran aleochannels attest 
that they are serosed on one another which 
reslts in a misleadin imression of branchin 
channels. stream all aleochannels convere 
into an area where the iaran iver dislays 
anomalous meanders (Fig. 8E). It is noteworthy 
that some of the aleochannels are serosed 
by the modern iaran iver which in the stdy 
area is mostly straiht to slihtly sinos. All 
aleochannels in the iaran area occr northwest 
of the oint where this river eeriences an 
orthogonal in ection from northeast to northwest, 
which result in a wide and closed meander (Fig. 
8F). At this location, a tributary of another river, 
the oosevelt iver is entrenched within a N-S 
aleovalley connected to the iaran iver.

orhostrctral lineaments are similar 
throhot the stdy area indeendently of the 
eoloical sbstrate as shown by the lenth and 
frequency diagrams presented in Fig. 9. The 
- orientation was the most common mode 
followed by N-S and N-S orientations. 
N-S orientation was eressive in the area corres-
ondin to Precambrian basement rocs.



CANN NAICS O I

he observation of aleochannels in the Arian-
armelos and iaran areas is not a novelty. wo 
revios blications (i.e. aro et al. 1978 
atrbesse 2002) rovided eneral descritions of 
these landforms. Additionally other aleochannels 
were docmented alon the adeira iver stream 
from the study area (Souza Filho et al. 1999). 

owever or aroach based on -S data 
allowed these aleochannels to be characterized 
in more detail. his is articlarly tre for aleo-
channels hidden nder dense forest which were not 
detected by any other remote sensin rodcts. he 
DEM-SRTM technology signi cantly enhanced 
the otential for aleochannel scrtiny enablin a 
better nderstandin of their temoral relationshis.

An observation of remarable interest rovided 
by the ecetional view of aleomorholoies 
revealed by -S was that most of the 
main aleochannels in both areas were not coeval 
in time. his is indicated by the intricate networ 
of aleochannels that freently serose one 
another rather than reresentin laterally coeistin 
drainae systems. ost liely these featres record 
sinle channels that occied different locations over 
time. he reconstrction of the Arian-armelos 
aleodrainae sests the eistence of two main 
north/northwest-trendin tribtary systems related to 
ancient corses of the Arian and oosevelt rivers 
(Fig. 10A). The convergence of these paleochannels in 
the central art of this stdy area reslted in them bein 
interreted as tribtaries connected to a sinle trn 
river that owed into the Madeira River. Following 
a slight northwestward (Fig. 10B) migration, the 
Arian aleoriver drastically chaned into its 
modern northeast-trendin corse. As this rocess 
occrred the oosevelt iver was catred by a north/
northeastward owing river segment, which made 
the connection between this river and the Arian 
River (Fig. 10C). Consequently, two long channel 
sements became abandoned to the west of the 
Aripuanã River (Fig. 10C). In addition, the central 
art of the stdy area became the headwater for 
many northwestward small draining basins (Fig. 
10) that were abandoned or are still in the 
rocess of abandonment. he nmeros dendritic 
northeastward trendin aleodrainae systems 
that occr between the lowest and hihest terrains 
erhas were ossibly also abandoned drin 
this eriod.
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esite the less intricate networ the aleo-
channel dynamics in the iaran area is not as well 
nderstood as those from the Arian-armelos 
area. All the iaran aleochannels have a common 
root with the downstream sement of the modern 
iaran iver. hey sread ot northwestward from 

this river following a radial pattern. For this reason, 
a reliminary imression is that these aleochannels 
record several distribtaries. owever the -
S data did not rovide any evidence to 
sort a myriad of laterally coeistin channels 
tyical of distribtary systems. Instead these 

   orhostrctral lineaments from the stdy areas (indicated by the olyons) and its srrondins. Inclded 
rose diarams shows lineament freency and lenth from areas of Precambrian basement rocs and sedimentary deosits 
corresondin to the entire reion.
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    Proosed drainae evoltion in the Arian-armelos area based on interretation of aleochannel 
relationshis derived from the -S. A set of avlsion eisodes clminated with the dislocation of Arian iver 
from northwest to northeast. (ime increases from  to  dashed lines  aleochannels straiht lines in the center of the 
   straiht morhostrctral lineaments between the hiher and lower terrains). (See tet for frther elanation).
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aleochannels more liely record different ositions 
occied by a sinle channel in this instance the 
lower Jiparaná River (Fig. 8C). Hence, the most 
robable hyothesis is that this river was located 
nearly 60 m eastward of its modern osition 
(measured at the con uence with the Madeira 
iver) when it drained northward. his river was 
then dislocated bac and forth several times ntil it 
ended in its resent northwest osition. As miration 
too lace reviosly abandoned corses were 
roressively serosed by active channels. his 
dynamic evoltion wold have rodced the radial 
aleodrainae networ and the associated trianlar-
shaed sedimentary sccession.

A ISI O  EGAFAN O

Considerin the recedin discssion of channel 
dynamics over time the new data resented here 
can be sed to review their revios attribtion to 
meafan systems (cf. atrbesse 2002 ilinson 
et al. 2010). Megafans are generally de ned as 
deositional systems of reat dimensions i.e. 103-105

m2 (eCelles and Cavazza 1999) develoed in areas 
of very low toorahy i.e. 0.1 to 0.01 (ohain 
and Parkash 1990, Sinha and Friend 1994, Leier et al. 
2005) mostly nder arid to semiarid climate (iblin 
2006). his tye of deositional system rodces lare 
scale sediment deosition mainly by the develoment 
of multiple distributary channels (Friend 1978, Kelly 
and Olsen 1993, Nichols and Fisher 2007, Hartley 
et al. 2010 eissmann et al. 2010). Accordin to 
these athors channels associated with meafans are 
either meanderin or braided and they may rodce 
large amounts of uncon ned fan-shaped deposits. 
his characteristic imoses an overall trianlar 
morholoy to the entire system.

rianlar or fan-shaed deosits and distribtary 
channel patterns have generally been used to de ne 
meafans (e.. mbricht et al. 2001 Stanistreet 
and cCarthy 1993 Sinha et al. 2005 Nichols and 
Fisher 2007, Chakraborty et al. 2010). Fan-shaped 
deosits and neivocal featres sortin 

multiple distributary networks were not identi ed in 
the stdy areas. As demonstrated above the stdied 
landforms are more consistent with a few channels 
that chaned their corse over time rather than 
laterally coeistin interconnectin distribtary 
channels. In fact many aleochannels sosedly 
related to distribtary aleochannel networs 
actally reslt from sccessive avlsions of a sinle 
channel over time. he channel bifrcations of the 
Aripuanã-Marmelos area suggest downstream ow 
converence rather than a diverence as wold be 
eected from distribtary channels.

The conceptual model of uvial distributaries 
has been sed to characterize meafan systems since 
its introduction by Friend (1978). Such a model 
cannot be alied to sort a meafan hyothesis 
for the stdy areas. Instead the stdied aleodrainae 
systems aear to corresond to a small nmber of 
tribtaries that nderwent avlsions and catres 
over time. Or interretation is that this radial 
paleodrainage arrangement re ects dislocation of a 
few main tribtaries of the adeira iver.

Or stdy of the adeira aleomorholoies 
led to a re-evalation of the se of the term meafan to 
refer to deositional systems. his term corresonds 
to an assemblae of enetically related lithofacies 
within a articlar deositional environment which 
is de ned, in turn, as a geomorphic unit formed by 
laterally coeistin sb-environments. he stdy of 
deositional environments in the ancient record is 
therefore essentially the stdy of eomorholoy 
i.e. the reconition of eomorhic nits where 
sediment deosition taes lace (einec and 
Sinh 1986). In the articlar case of or stdy 
area there is no evidence to sort neither clearly-
de ned cone-morphologies with correspondence to 
eomorhic nits nor hysical rocesses distinct 
from those related to uvial systems. In addition to 
the absence of distribtary channel networs there 
is no indication of a conve- fan morholoy 
that may have indced channel shiftin from one 
osition to another. hile aleochannels may 
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be radially distribted (at least in the case of the 
iaran area) they do not seem to be associated 
with fan-shaed deosits. On the contrary the 
most likely interpretation is that the channel ows 
were never distribted as a conseence of a fan 
morholoy. ence what most liely occrred 
was that as tribtary channels shifted osition 
along a at-lying area, temporally distinctive 

uvial sedimentary successions built up laterally or 
serosed on one another in order to establish a 
sedimentary record (not a eomorhic nit) with a 
trianlar morholoy in lan view.

he foreoin interretation of the adeira 
aleodrainae comlees is in areement with obser-
vations from several other megafan analogs. For 
instance the osi iver fan one of the most well-
stdied meafan worldwide was bilt by nmeros 
avlsions (ooerea 1961 ohain and Praash 
1990 Bride 2003) with several shifts over time 
(Sinha 2009 Charaborty et al. 2010). he modern 
channel of this river in the fan area dislays an 
anastomosin attern and this occrs where avlsion 
channels reoin the main stream (Slinerland and 
Smith 200). Assmin this as a modern analo for 
the aleochannels recorded in that area the fan as a 
whole may have been bilt throh artial avlsions 
instead of flly distribtary channels radiatin 
from a trunk river. Other distributary uvial fans 
have been re-interreted as deositional settins 
characterized by mltile avlsions of tribtary 
channels and not by downstream bifrcation of 
temorally coeistin channels (e.. North and 
arwic 2007 Bernal et al. 2011).

ore than a simle matter of semantics this isse 
is of reat relevance when analyzin meafans and 
attemtin to reconstrct their sedimentary record. 
Sedimentary lithofacies rodced in meafans 
lacking true evidence of both distributary ows and 
associated uncon ned fan deposits are compared to 
those lithofacies produced in uvial environments 
with freent avlsions bt not necessarily 
associated with lan view fan morholoies. he 

-S toorahic radient sests a 
northeastward-diin terrain in the Arian area 
and a nearly horizontal terrain over most of the 
iaran area. In addition to the lac of evidence 
for distributary ows, the Jiparaná area does not 
show sedimentary sccessions with conve- fan 
morholoies as docmented in tyical meafans 
sch as the Oavano (mbricht et al. 2001) the 
aari (Assine 2005) the osi (Charaborty et al. 
2010) and the Pastaza (Bernal et al. 2011). In art 
this cold mean that the fan morholoy was cleared 
from the landscae after fan abandonment. owever 
the hyothesis that a conve- fan morholoy was 
never established in the stdy areas shold not be 
rled ot. he referred interretation is that the 
radial aleodrainae morholoy observed in remote 
sensin rodcts in this instance is de to tribtary 
channels that eerienced avlsions over time.

ASION I CANIS

Avlsion is most often cased by raid allviation 
de to hih sediment load transorted into the 
main channel, when oodplain aggradation 
increases (Slinerland and Smith 200). owever 
other causes may also exist, such as changes in ow 
dischare toorahy sbsidence rate drainae 
catchment size and channel radient. Aradation 
may be triered by mechanisms intrinsic to the 
depositional environment, such as high oods, but 
freent avlsions are more common in tectonically-
in uenced geological settings (e.g., Schumm et al. 
1996 ones and Schmm 1999 mbricht et al. 
2001 Assine 2005) and are articlarly recorded 
in foreland basins (orton and eCelles 2001 
Leier et al. 2005, Nichols and Fisher 2007).

ifferent roies have been resented in 
sort of dry climatic eisodes drin the ate 
Pleistocene in Amazonia (Absy et al. 1991 ebb 
and ancy 1996 Behlin et al. 1999 Pessenda et 
al. 2001 Sifeddine et al. 2001). he reviosly 
roosed meafans in the adeira area were lined 
to dry climatic hases drin the ast lacial 
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aimm with sbseent channel abandonment 
followin staes of climate amelioration (atrbesse 
2002). his interretation is valid only nder two 
assmtions: (i) the aleodrainae networs are 
related to meafan morholoies and (ii) meafans 
are indeed restricted to arid and semi-arid areas. In 
addition to data from modern hmid to sbhmid 
meafans (for instance the aari meafan 
described by Assine 2005) the discssion resented 
herein leads s to are that climate miht have not 
been the main trier of tribtary channel avlsions 
recorded in the adeira area.

Although a de nitive interpretation will require 
frther eoloical validation a line of morholoical 
evidence sorts tectonics as the most lasible 
case of channel avlsion in the Arian-armelos 
and iaran areas. vidence that the aternary 
deosits in these areas were formed in a low-lyin 
terrain de to falt sbsidence incldes: (i) its shar 
contact with Precambrian to Cretaceous rocks de ned 
by several N-trendin straiht morhostrctral 
lineaments (ii) the matchin of these lineaments 
with the abrt narrowin of several lare N- to 
N-trendin aleochannels which sests chanes 
in river corses de to terrain dislacement and 
(iii) the many drainae anomalies consistin of N-
trending orthogonal river in ections at the boundary 
between the lower and hiher terrains. Additionally 
tectonic tiltin is indicated by the overall N-
diin -S toorahic radient of these 
terrains. his interretation is consistent with both 
the dislocation of the Arian iver from a N/N-
trend to its modern northeast position (Fig. 8A-D) and 
the overall roressive northeastward develoment 
of avlsion channels. he wide loo coincident with 
the avlsion ais of the Arian iver constittes 
a maor drainae anomaly frther sortin 
tectonically-controlled river shifts. Furthermore, 
the abrupt orthogonal in ection of the modern 
lower corse of the iaran iver from northeast to 
northwest (Figs. 1A, 3A), added to its association to 
a wide and tiht meander constittes an imortant 

drainae anomaly frther sestive of tectonic 
in uence. In this location, the entrenchment of the 
oosevelt ivers tribtary within a aleovalley 
connected to the iaran iver indicates that the 
latter river ran northeastward before deviation to 
its modern northwest osition. A revios reional 
investiation sested that this river catre was 
de to tectonics (i.e. aro et al. 1978). Altoether 
sch morholoical characteristics lead s to roose 
tectonics as the case of sccessive shifts of the 
lower corse of the iaran iver from northeast 
to northwest.

he morholoical characteristics of the stdy 
areas do not constitte isolated featres in sort 
of a tectonic in uence on the Amazonian lowlands 
drin the late aternary. any earlier blications 
have emphasized this issue. For instance, an early 
stdy reconized that the middle Amazon iver 
is controlled by N-S and N-S trendin 
falts (Sternber 1950). he lower Nero iver is 
liely a half-raben related to detral - strie 
slip faults (Franzinelli and Igreja 1990), as well as 
nearly E-W and N-S trending structures (Franzinelli 
and atrbesse 1993). ore recently it has been 
roosed that the crrent lower corse of this river 
is driven by dislacement alon re-eistin N-S 
tectonic faults (Almeida Filho and Miranda 2007). 
A combination of N-S N-S and - trendin 
faults in the late Holocene in uenced channel 
dynamics in the middle Amazon iver (atrbesse 
and Franzinelli 2002). Closer to the study areas, 
maor river rearranements in the Prs basin were 
related to tectonic sbsidence (Pimienta 1958 Saadi 
1993). Additionally the activity of re-eistin 
falts wold have romoted the sotheastward 
dislocation of a nearly 200 m lon sement of the 
adeira iver as well as many associated drainae 
anomalies immediately northwestward of the stdy 
area (ayaawa et al. 2010). Channel abandonment 
reorted in the er adeira iver was related to 
tiltin cased by tectonic reactivation of N-S 
and NE-SW transform faults (Souza Filho et al. 
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1999). Nmeros other stdies have also sested 
tectonics as the most signi cant control of ancient 
and modern river develoment in Amazonian areas 
(e.. aro et al. 1978 Bemery and Costa 1991 
atrbesse and ancy 2000 Costa et al. 1995 2001 
Fernandes Filho et al. 1997, Nogueira and Sarges 
2001, Franzinelli and Igreja 2002, E.A.A. Soares, 
nblished data ossetti et al. 2007 2012a b see 
also several references in ertes and nne 2007). 
A recent blication has demonstrated that the 
development of uvial terraces along the Madeira 
River occurred under the in uence of tectonics 
(ossetti et al. 2013). he etensive docmentation 
of tectonic in uences on Amazonian rivers is also 
consistent with modern seismoenic data from this 
reion where earthaes of hih manitdes ( 
to 8) have been recorded (Assmo and Srez 
1988, França 2006).

he redominant orientation of the morho-
structural lineaments in the study area (see Fig. 9) is 
in agreement with Precambrian shear zones de ned 
reionally in the Amazon Craton (Costa et al. 1996). 
hese shear zones were reactivated drin the 
Neoene-aternary and also affected sedimentation 
in the Holocene (F.H.R. Bezerra, unpublished data). 
hese toether with the data resented herein 
sort a tectonically nstable Amazonian lowland 
drin the aternary with a direct conseence on 
the evoltion of its river systems.



he -S constittes an imortant tool 
to imrove the characterization of aleodrainae 
networs in forested areas of Amazonia. his 
tye of data was fndamental to analyze the 
adeira aleodrainae networs allowin s to 
roose a comrehensive model that can elain 
channel dynamics drin the late aternary. 
he comle sets of aleochannels resent in this 
area were attribted to sccessive avlsions of a 
small nmber of channels over time. he radial 
distribtion of the stdied aleochannel systems in 

lan-view resembles distribtary networs related 
to meafans. owever the stdied deosits do 
not contain evidence of distribtary channels or 
of their association with conve- deositional 
environments as tyical of meafans. he 
present study reveals that large tributary uvial 
systems sbected to avlsions can be eivocally 
interreted as distribtary meafans. In both cases 
the resltin deosits dislay fan shaes associated 
with radial aleodrainae networs. Considerin a 
meafan model for the stdy areas this wold be 
characterized by mltile avlsions of tribtary 
channels within a iven time scale rather 
than by downstream bifrcation of temorally 
coeistin channels. Sch characteristic does not 
conform to meafan models. he morholoical 
characteristics of the stdy area indicate to tectonics 
as an imortant mechanism leadin to channel 
shifting. Therefore, rather than climate uctuations 
associated with lacial/interlacial eisodes we 
roose that channel shiftin over time and the 
resltin comle networs of radially distribted 
aleochannels were romoted by falt reactivation.
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Sistemas de drenaem antios têm sido docmentados 
na bacia do Amazonas e sa caracterizao  crcial 
para a reconstrução da evolução uvial nessa área. 
Morfologias uviais, incluindo cinturões alongados, são 
bem reservadas ao lono do rio adeira. O modelo 
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diital de elevao do e adar ra issin 
(S) favorece a deteco dessas feies at mesmo 
em áreas cobertas por vegetação orestal densa. Essas 
aleomorfoloias so atribdas a mdanas de osio de 
antios tribtrios do rio adeira or meio de avlses. 
ssas redes de aleodrenaens radiais rodziram 
morfoloias em lee e lembram mealees 
distribtrios. A distino entre sistemas tribtrios 
avlsivos e mealees distribtrios no reistro 
sedimentar é um desa o. A paleodrenagem do Madeira 
revela a serosio de canais tribtrios formados or 
avlses mltilas dentro de m dado erodo de temo 
mais do e a bifrcao a sante de canais coeistentes. 
A avlso de canal nessa rea Amaznica drante o 
aternrio tardio  relacionada  tectnica devido a 
feies como: (i) lineamentos retilneos coincidentes 
com direes de falhas (ii) merlho ara nordeste 
dos terreno com estratos aternrios e (iii) vrias 
anomalias de drenagem, incluindo in exões ortogonais 
de drenaem. ssas caractersticas em connto levam a 
roor e a aleodrenaem radial resente nas marens 
do rio adeira reslta de avlses scessivas de canais 
tribtrios ao lono do temo devido  tectnica.

: aleocanais Bacia Amaznica rio 
adeira sensoriamento remoto clima tectnica.
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